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Abstract

We investigated the limits of magnetic methods of trapping neutral atoms in

a spot of small size and small polarization misalignment. The analysis cov-

ers various methods of trapping with static and rotating magnetic field. In

particular, new rotating field methods having advantages are proposed. They

differ from the recently invented "top" type by employing a slow rotating

field, resonant to the orbiting atoms, rather than much faster rotation. Also

a theory of the top trap is developed. It elucidates important features of trap-

ping lying beyond the time-averaged potential concept. General criteria on

the trapping temperature as a function of size and misalignment parameters

are established for various methods.

(Submitted to Physical Review A)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The method of neutral atom trapping by magnetic fields has been successfully demon-
strated since 1985 (1-3) and its usage and development is in rapid progress, (see e.g. Refs.
[4-7]). Many questions have arisen and there are many factors to consider if requirements
on the smallness of atom spot and polarization misalignment are imposed. First of all, the
question about the most appropriate magnetic field configuration is very important since the
magnetic potential well is shallow and able to trap only atoms of rather low temperatures
~ 10""' K. Kven deeper cooling of the atoms is required if low polarization misalignment is
critical.

Addressing the problem, we derive simple criteria and present scales and estimates allow-
ing one to judge and compare various types of magnetostatic traps. We consider the static
field traps and the type with rotating field ("top" trap) recently invented by Cornell [7] and
investigated very sketchily in the literature. The top trap is considered in more detail and
its new features are elucidated. We also draw attention to trapping methods with rotating
fields of much lower frequency than the top type. These methods are discussed for the first
time. Our earlier results reported to the TRIUMF TRINAT group and summarized in [8]
are partly included in the present consideration.

II. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The well known principle behind a magnetic trap is that magnetic dipoles may be trapped
by a local field minimum (local maxima are forbidden) and that the atoms prepared in select
Zeemau levels with the resultant (average) magnetic moment ft antiparallel to an applied
magnetic field B follow adiabatically the magnetic field lines across the volume of the trap.
In such states the atoms are attracted to a point of minimum of the force potential

U{r) = -nB{r) + Mgz = nB{r) + Mgz (1)

with B = \B\ and /* = |#A| = const > 0, i.e. to a minimum of the magnetic field magnitude
(here M is the alomic mass, g the gravity acceleration). The model can be applied to the
case of slow time-varying fields, in which the frequency spectrum of B(t) = B(r(t),t) for
a trapped atom is in a range well below the Zeeman frequency in the field. This is what
one means by a magnelostatic trap. The trapped atoms are vulnerable to background gas
collisions and the mean free time between collisions should exceed the desired trapping time.

We will first consider static field traps. At the trap centre

Also, the curvature of the field B at the trap centre should be positive to provide confinement
in three orthogonal directions. The curvature is given by the matrix d2Ii/drtdrk. In the
coordinate frame where the matrix is diagonal the natural frequencies of small amplitude
atomic oscillation are given by

(3)



We will assume that the directions r, coincide with the coordinate frame x,y ,2 and the
point r = 0 will be taken at the trap centre.

The lower edge of the potential well of U(r) Eq. (1) is located where Eq. (2) is again
satisfied, after the field curvature changes sign. The upper edge may be at infinity, or where
the held goes through a maximum, again satisfying equation (2). One more edge leading to
the leakage of particles is in the vicinity of B = 0 where the adiabaticity is violated. What
one usually needs is for the well to be as deep as possible within a given atom spot size,
rather than a deep well with a wider but flat bottom. Requirements on the uniformity of
atom polarization alignment within the atom spot reinforce this point. In particular, the
"hole" centered at B = 0 should not be inside the atom spot, and neither should the field
curvature vary considerably inside.

In the case of a small atom spot, its average spatial scales r2 are related to the trapping
temperatures T, by

kT, = M +f(Q) = 2Mjy{ . (4)

We define the trapping temperature such that kTj2 is the total initial kinetic energy of
the atoms, divided by the number of atoms loaded into the trap centre. The conditions
correspond to the loading from an optical trap having much better confinement. The energy
of oscillation is distributed equally, in average, between the kinetic and potential energy and
this results in the factor 2 in Eq. (4). The definition does not depend on interactions between
atoms and whether thermalization takes place. Obviously, the requirements on preliminary
cooling of the trapped atoms are directly related to the trapping temperatures, specifically
their upper bounds for given spot sizes and polarization misalignment. Our goal will be to
determine such bounds.

The accuracy of Eq. (4) can be judged by the frequency shift 6u>,/u>t caused by anhar-
monicity. For small r2, \6u),\/iJi = ra//2 , roughly, where < is a characteristic scale of field
curvature variation. For typical trapping geometries / is about three times smaller than It,
the radius of the "main" magnetic coil, so for amplitudes, v r 2 , not larger than ~ 0.1/2 we
may rely on Eq. (4). In fact the atom spot sizes of interest are within this scale.

The static field traps of interest employ the field -0(0) aligned vertically, and as a mea-
sure of deviation of atomic polarization from z-alignment within the spot, we will take the
quantity

P= 1 - = 1 - BM(r)/B(r)

which in the case of small atom spots reduces to

„ 1 I

where the derivatives are taken at r = 0.
Proceeding from these notions and definitions we will consider first, in Sees. Il-V, the

static field traps. The rotating field traps require a modified approach which is undertaken
in Sees. VI and VII.

III. THE AXIAL SYMMETRY TRAP

The magnetic coil configuration we address here is a set of concentric coils of arbitrary
radii and currents with the axis in the z direction. Simple examples are the "opposing coils"
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and "spherical hexapole" traps (Fig. l(a,b)). Obviously, the arrangements with B(Q) — 0,
e.g. the spherical quadrupole of such currents that dB/dz at the quadrupole centre satisfies
Eq. (2), do not do for the traps of interest. The analysis below makes this and other
requirements clear and puts them on a quantitative basis. The quadrupole configuration is
merely one of the axial symmetry traps. Coils with parallel currents, rather than opposing,
is an example of different trap configuration.

The magnetic field components near the axis can be presented up to second order in r x

by the well-known general expansion

where r\ = x1 + y2, Bo(z) is the magnetic field at the axis of symmetry, B'0(z) = dBo(z)/dz
and B"(z) - <PBo(z)/dz2. These quantities at the trap centre are related through Eqs. (2)
and (3), yielding

BOB'O Mg

\B.\ M '

\BO\ '

M A\BO\

As a consequence,

B? > WOB: > 0, Bi = (Mg/tf . (6)

Evaluating P of Eq. (5) and relating r\ to the perpendicular temperature 7^ = (Tx -+• Tv)/2
via definition (4) one obtains

Excluding Bo (using the latter relation), results in

cVP, where c, = ' . (7)

This rclati<iii allows one to determine the trapping temperature required to provide a given
(small) atom spot size and misalignment. Its upper bound is given by

7'j. = -~-\JPr\l2 ~ 0.4 x KT4 K. (8)



Here (and further on) the numerical estimates are for M = 40 a.m.u. We assume in Fq. (8)

that ^/rf = 0.5 cm and P = 0.05.
We may also interpret the relations (7) and (8) as a bound on the product Pr\ for a

given trapping temperature T±:

Similarly, the product Pz2 can be presented in the form

where, however, Tx is bounded by Eqs. (7) and (8).
No dependence on the magnetic field appears and only one atomic parameter, the atomic

mass, enters Eq. (8) as well as the r.h.s. of Eqs. (9) and (10). Originally we came to this
result by a different approach (8). Thus, whatever the set of concentric coils, their radii and
currents are, the relation (7) and its consequence Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) is true. With this
the derivation implies that the magnetic field provides trapping and the atom spot is small
compared with the spatial scales of oscillation anharmonicity of atoms in the trap.

The formulas (7)-(10) seem in evident contradiction with the case g = 0. But in that
case B'o = 0 and the requirement (6) cannot be satisfied, i.e. a trap of axial symmetry with
the desired properties cannot be realized.

The larger the atomic mass M, the higher the temperature that can be used for trapping.
In principle, the derivation is applicable to a macroscopic particle, provided its state with
/i antiparallel to B and ft = const has a sufficient life-time. Note that the bound Eq (8)
written in terms of mean square velocity rather than temperature is a universal function
entirely independent of free parameters:

which for P — 0.05 and y/r\ = 0.5 cm results in VV « 15 cm/sec.

IV. THE "COIL + CURRENT BAR" TRAP

The magnetic field coil configuration considered here has vertical current bars which
generate a quadrupole field in the horizontal plane (Fig. 2(a)). The vertical field is formed
mainly by the current of a round coil so that to second order in coordinates

B, = B0(z) - l-B*i

(11)

- Q)

where (Qx, —Qy) are the components of the quadrupole field and Bo(z) is the axial field of
the round coil. For a thin coil of radius R placed at z = — D



3 / 2

I "o

with Bo = /i(0) determined via the condition Eq. (2). As a result

u,2 = f where L = D ?* + * (12)

and in view of Eq. (4) we obtain the relation

(13)

Obviously, the area of interest and applicability of Eq. (13) is where vz2 is small compared
with L. One may use Eq. (13) where Eq. (4) can be used (i.e. where vz2 ~ OAD or smaller).
The spatial scale L is bounded by the fact that D > R/2 and that the coil radius R cannot
in practice be made arbitrarily small. For a given R the minimum of L is w W/3, for
I)2/!{* = 2/(\/65 — 7) w 2. Thus, the relation (13) imposes by itself, without any additional
restriction on polarization misalignment, a strong bound on the trapping temperature. For
R = 1) = 5 cm and the spot size vz2 = 0.5 cm the bound equals

Requirements for small polarization misalignment impose upper bounds on the trapping
temperatures Tx, Tv rather than Tz. Evaluating p of Eq. (5) for an atom spot of temperature
Tz = 7'v = 71 we obtain

P = o i » iC2' w h e r e Ca = l

2fi\Bo\ 4w 4w

With Bo determined via Eq. (2) this results in the following bound

0.8x10-* K (H)
A: Ci

where

and the numerical example is for R ~ D = 5 cm, c% = 2 and P = 0.05. It is worth noting
that the product Pz2 is given by the formula similar to (10)

where 7', and 1\ are bounded by Eqs. (13) and (14).
Again, as for the axial symmetry traps, the upper bounds on the trapping temperatures

do not depend on the magnetic field magnitude, and only one atomic parameter, the mass
M, enters the criteria for 7", and 7j_-



V. T H E "BASEBALL", AND OTHER STATIC FIELD T R A P S

The "baseball" geometry consists of a loop of wire wound similar to the seams of a
baseball (Fig. 2(b)) and an axial pair of anti-Helmholtz coils to generate the required axial
field to compensate gravity at the baseball centre. The baseball loop current produces no
field gradient at the centre, just field and field curvature, and so this point is the centre of
the trap. The anti-Helmholtz coils generate no field or curvature, and thus the curvature is
decoupled from the gradient, unlike previously discussed configurations.

The field expansion near the trap centre is given, to second order in coordinates, by the
functional form Eq. (11), whereas before \B'0\ = Mg/fi, while BO1 B" and Q are determined
by the baseball coil radius R and current / by

B B Q

The natural frequencies u>, (Eq. (3)) take the form

W' = M f i°' W i = A / B~f T ^l6)

where u>± = u z v and Bo and B" are assumed (without loss of generality) positive. At
Bo < 2MgR/3R the dimension y becomes untrapped. In the limit of large Bo and, hence,
large Q, the frequencies u>± become equal and three times larger than u/,.

From (4), (15) and (16) follows the relation

XK. (17)

The numerical estimate is for R = 5 cm, Vz2 — 0.5 cm, /i = fig, the Bohr magneton, and
Bo = 102 gauss. Such a baseball field is generated by the current / = bBoR/2 — 1250
ampere-turns. To increase it by much creates technical problems, so the cited figure of Tt

seems a characteristic scale for the baseball traps.
Now let us investigate the polarization characteristic of Eq. (5). For the baseball trap

we obtain

k

It follows that the upper temperature bound is given by

Tj. = ^ — P ~ 7 x 10"" K

where the numerical example is the same as in Eq. (17) with P = 0.05. Since the cited
horizontal temperature bound is 2.5 times larger than the corresponding vertical temperature
bound in (17), the level of polarization misalignment, for the given vertical size spot and
isotropic trapping temperature, is much better than for P = 0.05.

Finally, we note that the baseball trap and the traps employing a bias field Bo and
axial confinement from a set of concentric coils and transverse confinement from a four-wire
quadrupole field have much in common, in particular the relations (11), (l(i) and (18) are
the same. An example is the Ioffe trap, which has two concentric coils with equal currents
(Fig. 2(c)). As seen from Eqs. (16) and (18) the bias field should be within certain limits
to provide both small spot size and polarization misalignment and therefore, though more
freedom in the parameters of Bo and u>, appear, the upper temperature bounds cannot
change much compared with the case of the baseball trap.
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VI. THE TOP TRAP

The top ("time-aver aged orbiting potential") trap is a recent invention [7]. It employs a
combination of static and rotating magnetic fields:

B(r,t) = Boc(r) + b(t) (19)

where Boc is an axial quadrupole field generated by "opposing coils" with the axis in the
vertical direction (Fig. l(a)) and 6 is a large-amplitude uniform field quickly rotating in the
horizontal plane. "Large" and "quickly" are in the sense

b2 > B2
ot Ui < n < n z (20)

where Bo = Boc(0) is the vertical field at the trap centre, Q is the frequency of rotation of the
field 6, ilz tl>e Zeeman splitting in the field and LJ, with t = x, y, z are the natural frequencies
of small amplitude smoothed vibration. The inequality f) <C fl^ makes the principle behind
the top trap the same as for a static field trap. The atomic magnetic moment adiabatically
follows the field rotation which in view of b2 ̂ > B2 rotates almost in the horizontal plane.
The top trap has a rather small atom spot. This and the rotation of the atomic polarization
are attractive features for experiments on polarized neutral atoms.

Now, unlike the static field traps, the potential U(r) Eq. (1) varies periodically in time.
That the oscillating component of magnetic force is large and influences the confinement
critically makes the analysis of confinement more complex than that of a static field trap.
The atom motion r(t) is a superposition of a high frequency, small radius orbit and a
smoothed oscillation in the averaged potential characterized by low frequencies u>, < ft.
The standard asymptotic method of nonlinear mechanics can be applied to the analysis and
we used it at first. However, the conventional second order perturbation theory results in
losing sight of interesting features elucidated below. We obtained them by a different method
- employing the coordinate frame rotating with the field. This greatly simplifies the analysis
and its correctness becomes easy to check, because the confinement is then governed by the
time-independent potential

U(R) = pB{R) - l-Mtf(X2 + Y2) + Mgz (21)

with B(H) = B(r,t)y R — (X,Y,z) and the second term in the r.h.s. representing the
centrifugal forces. Assuming the static field configuration an axial quadrupole, the total
field B(R) components read

Bx=b-l-B'oX, BY = -l-B'oY1 Bt = Bo + B'oz. (22)

The coordinates X, Y are expressed via z, y by

(X, Y) = (xcaa(ilt) + yHin(iU), -zsin(ft i ) + ycos(ftt)),

if t = 0 is taken as a moment where 6 is directed along z.
Neglecting other influences, the atomic motion equation takes the form

<23>



The second term in the r.h.s. is the Coriolis force and R = (0,0, ft). The equilibrium point
R = Ro of Eq. (23), determined by dU/dR = 0, corresponds to the synchronous rotation
of trapped atoms about axis z at frequency il. Taking R — 0 for the center of rotation, we
obtain Ro = (XO,Q,0) where Xo is determined from

X - - —

with

The frequency u0 characterizes the transverse oscillation r(t) in the potential t/(r,f) av-
eraged over explicit t dependence. The regime of fast rotation implies u , , < ( l and hence
B'oX0 < b. Because of that and in view of Bo < b it follows B(RO) « b and u)o(Xo) « u;o(0).

The equation dU{R)/dz = 0 takes the form

and represents the balance condition between the gravitational and_rnagnetic forces. It
differs from that of the static field traps, Eq. (2), considerably since B ~3> Bo and it is no
harm for the top trap to have Bo arbitrary small. While for the static traps B'o is fixed by
atomic parameters, the B'o of Eq. (25) is not. This equation may be viewed as a relation
between &o, b and Bo. The larger B'o is, the larger the confinement spring w* which behaves
like B'o

2/B « {Mg/(i)2b/Bo.
Let us consider small oscillation near the state R = Ro. Linearizing Eq. (23) we arrive

at the system of three coupled oscillators

X + (2Aa - H2){X - Xo) = 2UY - 4u>0 A*,

K + (2wJ - U2)Y = -2HX, (26)
z + 8(w0

2 - A2)z = -4u;oA(X - Xo).

Here we denote by A the small frequency parameter

_ wo\Bo\A--=-<u,0

and A = (1 - B'oX0/2b)A w A. The partial frequency of z oscillation, w, = yfs(u2 - A2),
differs considerably from the natural frequenciesj}^ (given further by Eq. (27)) of coupled
transverse oscillation. Because of that and since A is small the coupling between the vertical
and transverse oscillation is a tiny effect. We will neglect it for simplicity. On the contrary,
the coupling between the X and Y oscillations is strong and should be taken into account
carefully. The repulsing springs of partial X and Y oscillators of Eq. (26) are different
and this is of importance resulting in a specific gyroscopic modulation of free oscillation, as
elucidated below.

Evaluating from Eq. (26) the natural frequencies of transverse oscillation we obtain

(27)



where

w j = u>2
o ± A 2 .

The regime of small oscillation is stable unless il2 < 2u>* (more about this condition is in
Sec. VII). In view of Q2 » w2

o the transverse oscillation reduces approximately to a simple
form which after returning to the fixed coordinate frame is given by the complex function
p(t) = x(t) + ty(t)

p{t) = Xoe'ttt + {X+elwt + *_c-*")e l6 t. (28)

So r±(t) = \p(t)\, x(t) = Re[p(t)\ and y(t) = Inu>(01- Here Xo is given by Eq. (24), X±

are complex constants determined by initial conditions, il and il± assumed (without loss of
generality) positive, and

As seen from Eq. (28) the normal transverse oscillations in the fixed coordinate frame are
of different frequencies, w + 6 and u; — 6, rather than of equal frequency [7]. The oscilla-
tions of different frequencies rotate in opposite directions. This results in the polarization
of harmonic oscillation of frequency u rotating slowly, at frequency 6, in the direction of
the rotating magnetic field. This modulation which we call gyroscopic can be 100 % de-
pending on the conditions of loading and manifests itself when the time of observation is
commensurate or larger than \/6. The effect cannot be explained by the time-averaged
potential concept and described in its terms. That concept results in a picture of degenerate
transverse oscillation governed by averaged potential-like forces. It loses sight of gyroscopic
forces induced by high frequency forces.

Another important feature we found is that the loading of atoms into the center r = 0
and with zero velocity, does not eliminate the free oscillation and makes its amplitude larger
than Xo by more than Q/UJ times:

p(t) = pM(«)

= X0L'nt - fi$LL* gin^i) + Cos(u>0]elS'}. (30)

The physics is easy to understand noticing that the velocity oscillations p'(t) of high and low
frequency motion have nearly equal amplitudes.

For the case of nonzero initial conditions,

P(t) = p

with

where p(0) - x(0) + iy(0) and p(0) = i(0) + it/(0). Provided |/J(0)| is of the same order
or smaller than |/)(0)|/u\ i.e. for loading close to the center of the trap, the two types of
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motion, pW and p^e\ become of same amplitude when the initial kinetic energy is about
MQ2X*. In terms of temperature 7j. of trapped atoms this corresponds to T± « 71}"' where

r[0) = \ ( 3 2 )

The numerical estimate is for the example 6 = 10 G, /i = //£» and u/Q = 10~'. For the
cited data, atomic mass M = 40 a.m.u. and static field gradient B'o = 102 G/cm, we obtain
roughly Do/b = 0.07, u/2r = 21 Hz and 1/6 = 0.6 s. With this Xo = 0.04 mm and
\p{o'(t)\ ~ 0.4 mm.

So, for the atoms loaded into the center of trap at a temperature Tj. small compared
with J1} the transverse size of the atomic spot is about r±_ = |p*°*| which is independent of
7'x and given by the formulas and estimates above. In the opposite case, when 1\ > To,
approximately (for \p'(Q)\ > w|/>(0)|)

(33)

The bar here and below means the average over the initial conditions and per period 2n/u.
The dependence on the motion of low frequency 6 is retained but in the limit |/»(0)| > u>|/>(0)|
(and also when \p(Q)\ <C u>|p(0)|) the gyroscopic modulation does not manifest itself in the
mean square radius of the atom cloud. The radius is the same as for degenerate oscillation
of frequency u. As mentioned above the spring coefficient u2 can be made large compared
to the transverse spring coefficient of an axial symmetry static trap and correspondingly
the spot radius made much smaller. The vertical confinement of the top trap is even more
strong, since J\ — 8a/2. So, the atom spot in the case of an isotropic trapping temperature,
7x = T,, is a flattened ellipsoid having a transverse diameter eight times larger than the
vertical diameter.

The oscillation at which the trajectory touches the ring where the atoms leak from the
trap due to spin-flips determines the bound on the atom spot size and, hence, the trapping
temperature. As is obvious from Eq. (22) the points r = r(t) where B = 0 are determined
by

b=B'0X/2t K = 0, Bo + B'oz = Q. (34)

The distance z is small, | ; | = \BoX/2b\ <C |X|, and can be neglected. The trapping
temperature given by Eq. (33) corresponding to a spot extending to the radius rx = 2|6/i^|
equals

1.7 x\Q-*K. (35)

The numerical estimate is for the same example as above. Only the rotating Held magnitude
enters the bound and the larger the field is, the larger the trapping temperature threshold. It
is possible to arrange for fields several times larger than 10 G. But to increase the magnitude
by orders of magnitude is difficult, since the rotating field coils should provide a uniform
field of high frequency (~kllz).

Let us now consider polarization misalignment of atom spots which are small and do
not extend near the ring where B = 0. The atomic polarization rotates around the z axis
and a characteristic of interest is the spatial average of p.x(r,t). Say, a device is used which
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critically depends on the polarization projection on axis x, rather than y or z. At the
equilibrium orbit

. 0 fc-^0/
" B

and the deviation of the averaged amplitude of rotation from the unperturbed rotation

(36)

[with /ij.°) = /iI(flo(c), t), fi — r, - Roi and the derivatives taken at r = R<,(t)\ can be taken
as a measure of misalignment. Evaluating this quantity in terms of trapping temperatures
we obtain approximately

(37)

At 6t <̂ [ 1 this equation reduces to

l\ and Ty enter Eq. (37) unequally since the quantity Bx of Eq. (36) as a function of atom
coordinate r depends on x and y differently. For isotropic initial conditions, when xoy0 — 0
and l\ — 7'i, it follows from Eq. (37) that the upper temperature bound imposed by a given
P is given by

T = lijP ~ 0.5 x 10"4 K. (38)

The numerical example is for /i = /is, 6 = 10 G and P = 0.05.

VII. TRAPPING BY SLOW ROTATING FIELDS

The top trap has a rather small spot size but not so good polarization alignment as
seen from the bound (38). Besides, different "weak field seekers" appear in spots close to
each other and to eliminate the atoms of unwanted ground states may cause problems. The
area of atom leakage where the magnetic field periodically reduces to zero is rather close
to the centre of the trap and this also limits the trapping abilities, as seen from the bound
(35). Addressing these problems, we found that employing a rotating field of frequency $1
resonant to the orbital motion, rather than 0 >̂ u»0, represents a way to improve trapping
characteristics.

The idea why the resonant orbit trap may have advantages comes from the analysis of
equilibrium rotation of atoms. As seen from Eq. (24), when ft3 > 2u>l(Xo) the quantity
B'OXO is negative. Hence, the transverse Held exerted by an atom trapped at the equilibrium
orbit is larger than 6:
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The smaller the resonance denominator is, the larger the effective rotating field 6. This
quantity, rather than 6, enters the important bounds.

The approach we developed in Sec. VI can be extended for the case of arbitrary ft without
difficulties. As ft decreases the equilibrium radius Xo increases and the dependence u)2

0{Xo)
in Eq. (24) becomes significant. It makes the change of Xo and, hence, 6 finite for any ft.
Assuming as before \Bofb\ < l ,we obtain approximately

and

where u/J = ^ - . (40)

Noteworthy is that the resonance detuning

ft4

i.e. rapidly goes to zero as ft decreases.
Besides Eq. (39), a different solution of Eq. (24) exists for all ft. It results in positive

B'OXO, 6/6 < 1 and 2w*(X0) > il2. But for an arbitrary ratio between ft and u^, this
equilibrium solution is unstable with respect to small perturbations, while the solution given
by Eq. (39) is stable. This follows from Eqs. (26) and (27) which are exact, provided the
uo is understood to be a function of Xo, u)0(Xo). The formulas of Sec. VI are modified
beginning from Eq. (28).

Still, for ft larger than or near u>0, the bounds as functions^ of ft roughly follow the
formulas of Sec. VI with u)0 and 6 substituted by u>0(X0) and 6 given by Eqs. (39) and
(40). In particular, the trapping temperature bounds Eqs. (35) and (38), which relate TL

to the spot size where leakage of atoms from the trap begins and to the level of polarization
misalignment, take the form

TL = £ ~ 3.3 x 10~4 K,
4fc

where the numerical figures are for the example of Sec. VI and ft2 = 1AX>\. With this
Xo ~ 2 mm.

So, the trapping temperatures can be significantly increased. As ft decreases, the ap-
proximation of free oscillation in Eq. (28) by two frequency components, at |ft — ft_| and
|ft — ft+|, loses accuracy and the items of frequencies of ft -f ft± neglected in Eq. (28) in-
crease. The orbital motion r^ = rI (I) of the atoms loaded into the centre of the trap has
five frequency components, |ft±ft±| and ft. The scale of r^' becomes of the same magnitude
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as Xo. It is worth noting that by properly adjusting the loading one may change the orbit
r j° (t) or reduce it to a circle of radius Xo. The dispersion of initial conditions results in the
dispersion of r^(t) = r±{t) — r^(t), rather than r^(t), so we have the picture of an atom
spot of mean size

moving along the orbit rA = r± (t).
Though the radius Xo increases by orders of magnitude compared to the top trap, the

spot size 6r± changes much less. Indeed, for a given dispersion of initial conditions this
size behaves like l/u>0(Xo). So the ratio Sr^lX0 as a function of 1) and w# behaves like

2 + 2u>*/u>̂  and rapidly goes to zero as il decreases. As a result, with the increase

of Xo and r'j0' there appears the possibility of separating clouds of trapped atoms having
different ground states. The difference between equilibrium orbital radii for different values
of n/M increases like 1/fl2 and this allows one to arrange that the spots do not intersect.

One more advantage is that employing a rotating field frequency of a few tenths of a Hz,
rather than a few kHz, makes it significantly easier to arrange large currents in the magnetic
coils.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we developed a method of analysis based on a minimum of as-
sumptions, and derived general relations and criteria concerning the trapping temperature
for various types of magnetostatic traps, given small spot size and polarization misalign-
ment parameters. We also discussed new ideas of trapping by rotating fields not previously
elucidated in the literature.

It is widely believed that higher magnetic fields result in better trapping parameters.
However, this is not totally correct as is evident from the presented results. Two classes
of magnetic trap appear. For one class, including the axial and "coil -f current bars"
static field configurations, the trapping temperature does not depend on the field at all. In
particular, for the axial symmetry traps the relation between the polarization misalignment,
spot size and mean square velocity is a universal function containing no free parameters and
is independent of the field and atomic mass and magnetic moment.

For the other class, including the baseball and loffe traps and the rotating field traps,
the bounds on trapping temperatures strongly depend on the atomic magnetic moment and
the magnetic field magnitude. Here the technical problems of arranging large fields limit
the parameters.

The two bounds imposed on the trapping temperature, by restrictions on atom spot
size and polarization misalignment, are different for all traps considered except the axial
symmetry trap. The criterion for the latter (see Eq. (8)) is a function of the geometrical

mean \fr\P, while for the other types either r\ or P enter the temperature bound linearly.
In the case of strong experimental requirements on the polarization misalignment the axial
symmetry trap may have advantages, while for moderate P the baseball and loffe traps and
rotating field traps provide better temperatures. The scales estimated in the text give a
clear notion of what parameter values can be achieved in these cases.
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We have paid much attention to the methods of trapping with rotating fields. For the
top trap type the consideration has revealed important features of trapping lying beyond
the time-averaged potential concept. A deep low-frequency gyroscopic modulation of atomic
orbital motion takes place. Another specific feature is that the orbital motion of the atoms
loaded in the trap center with zero velocity has a radius large compared with the radius of
equilibrium orbit, Xo.

Finally, new methods of trapping with rotating magnetic field are proposed in the present
work. They differ from the top type by employing the resonance between a low frequency
rotating field and orbital motion, rather than a much higher rotating field frequency. At
the expense of enlarging the radius of orbital motion, resonant orbit trapping allows one to
increase the temperature bounds caused by polarization misalignment and leakage of atoms
from the trap, facilitate the separation of particles of different ground states, and make
arranging the rotating field of large amplitude easier.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Two axial symmetry configurations, (a) The axial quadrupole. The currents of two

coils are in opposite directions. The magnetic field vectors are shown by black arrows. (Figure

from [6]). (b) The spherical hexapole. Three wires carry equal currents on the surface of a sphere.

FIG. 2. Three non-axial 6tatic field traps discussed in Sees. IV and V. (a) The "coil + current

bar" trap, (b) The baseball trap. The external coil pair generating the magnetic field gradient

which cancels gravity is not shown. (Figures (a) and (b) from Ref. [5]). (c) The Ioffe trap. Two

coils form a "bottle field" and four vertical wires form a quadrupole field in the horizontal plane.
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